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Abstract— This study enhances the 95x95 Vigenère cipher by addressing its limitations. The current cipher struggles 
with encrypting non-English alphabets and is vulnerable to kasiski, brute force, and frequency analysis attacks. The 
researchers proposed an enhanced version by employing two keys generated from a cryptographically secure random 
number generator (CSPRNG), expanding the character set, and using a 3D tabula recta. The enhanced cipher successfully 
encrypts and decrypts various alphabets like Hangul, Arabic, Japanese, and Chinese, using a subset of printable characters 
from the Unicode Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP). It exhibited improved resistance to kasiski attacks, as the produced 
ciphertext lacked patterns such as bigram, trigram, up to n numbers of n-gram. The expanded character set and 3D tabula 
recta significantly increased the key permutations, making brute force attacks less likely to succeed. The algorithm also 
provided better defense against frequency analysis due to the utilization of two secure keys. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most common ways of protecting data in the 
digital world is through encryption. Encryption is a 
method of scrambling data to ensure that only 
authorized parties can access and understand the 
information. There are two main types of encryptions: 
asymmetric and symmetric encryption. Asymmetric 
encryption employs two different keys for encrypting 
and decrypting data, while symmetric encryption 
utilizes a single key for both encryption and decryption 
purposes [1]. 

An example of a symmetric encryption algorithm is the 
Vigenère cipher, which is one of the most popular 
symmetric encryption algorithms. The Vigenère cipher 
is a substitution cipher that conceals the plaintext 
structure by employing multiple monoalphabetic 
substitution ciphers [2]. Each letter of the plaintext is 
encrypted using a corresponding character from the key. 
Consequently, the key length must match the length of 
the plaintext. If the key length is shorter than the 
plaintext, the key is repeated until it matches the 
plaintext. Despite its popularity, Vigenère cipher has 
been limited in its usage due to inherent weaknesses, 
such as key repetition [3]. This leads to the following 
statement of the problem: 

1. Due to the repeating nature of the key, its length 
can be derived from the ciphertext using attacks 

such as kasiski examination and frequency 
analysis. 

2. The cipher cannot encrypt other alphabets besides 
the English alphabet.  

3. When the character set is low, short ciphertexts are 
vulnerable to brute force attacks. 

This study seeks to address the stated problem above by 
accomplishing the following objective:  

1. Make the 95x95 Vigenère cipher less vulnerable to 
Kasiski Examination by implementing a new 
Vigenère key generation technique. 

2. Increase the number of characters available for data 
encryption thus allowing multilingual encryption 
and making the cipher less vulnerable to frequency 
analysis. 

3. Enhance the cipher’s complexity and mitigate its 

vulnerability against brute force attacks by 
implementing a 3D tabula recta. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
There are two main types of encryptions: symmetric-key 
encryption, which uses a single secret key, and 
asymmetric encryption or public-key encryption [4]. 
Symmetric-key encryption is known for its faster 
execution time compared to asymmetric-key encryption. 
2048-bit asymmetric key and a 128-bit symmetric key 
provide a similar level of security [5]. 
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One study focused on the flaws of the original Vigenère 
cipher. It lacked mathematical symbols, punctuation, 
and digits, which rendered it unable to encrypt certain 
characters. Additionally, the limited character set of the 
cipher's tabula recta made it vulnerable to frequency 
analysis attacks. To address these weaknesses, the 
researchers proposed an algorithm that increased the 
original 26x26 tabula recta to 95x95 and increased 
resistance to frequency attacks [6]. 

Another study highlighted the vulnerability of the 
Vigenère cipher's key to various cryptanalysis 
techniques, such as frequency analysis, brute force 
attacks, and Kasiski attacks. To mitigate these 
weaknesses, researchers proposed a modified key 
generation scheme that combined a pseudo-random 
number generator based on XOR shift with the Fisher-
Yates Algorithm [7]. 

In a study concerning the Playfair cipher, researchers 
enhanced the encryption process by adding an extra 
dimension to the encryption table and increasing the 
character set. By reducing the number of rows and 
columns and introducing the third dimension, the 
proposed algorithm became more resistant to brute force 
attacks and frequency analysis [8]. 

Although seemingly advantageous for security, the 
repeating nature of the Vigenère cipher's key also 
provides an avenue for cryptanalysts to exploit. By 
employing the Kasiski and Friedman tests, cryptanalysts 
can derive the length of the key. A new key generation 
technique was proposed to address this vulnerability, 
resulting in higher entropy and a lower index of 
coincidence for the Vigenère cipher [9].  

One study proposed an alternative arrangement for the 
Vigenère cipher's tabula recta. The researchers used a 
512-bit Electronic Code Book (ECB) along with an 
arbitrary key to improve the arrangement of the cipher. 
This modification aimed to enhance the security of the 
Vigenère cipher and make it less susceptible to known 
cryptanalysis techniques [10].  

III. METHODOLOGY 
This chapter presents the design and methodology 
employed in the research, focusing on the processes and 
requirements needed to enhance the algorithm. 

A. 95x95 Vigenère Cipher 
The 95x95 Vigenère is an improved version of the 
original Vigenère cipher. It uses 95x95 tabula recta 
consisting of all possible characters, mathematical 
symbols, digits, and punctuations that are available on 

an ordinary QWERTY keyboard layout. Since the 
character set is increased from 26 to 95, the cipher's 
encryption equation is changed to Ci = (Pi + Ki) mod 95, 
and the decryption equation is changed to Pi = (Ci - Ki) 
mod 95. Here, C represents ciphertext, P represents 
plaintext, and K represents the key [6]. 
 
Pseudocode for 95x95 Vigenère Cipher: 
1. START 
2. Assign a numeric equivalent to every character in 

the character set. 
3. Read the plaintext and convert each letter to its 

numeric equivalent. 
4. Read the key. If the key length does not match the 

length of the plaintext, repeat the key until it 
matches the plaintext length. 

5. Convert every character in the key to its numerical 
equivalent. 

6. Apply the encryption equation using the numerical 
equivalent of the plaintext and key. 

7. END 
 

A. Unicode and the Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP) 
Unicode is a universal character encoding standard that 
aims to represent all characters from all writing systems 
used in the world. It assigns a unique numerical value, 
known as the “code point” to every single character [11]. 

The Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP, or Plane 0) 
contains common-use characters for all the modern 
scripts of the world as well as many historical and rare 
characters. By far most of the Unicode characters for 
almost all textual data can be found in the BMP [12]. 
 

B. Cryptographically Secure Pseudo-Random 
Number Generator (CSPRNG) 
A Cryptographically Secure Pseudo-Random Number 
Generator (CSPRNG) is a type of number generator that 
is applicable in security applications. When generating 
random numbers for security, the number should be 
random enough so that unauthorized parties would not 
be able to recreate/reproduce the number generated [13]. 
 

C. 3D Vigenère Tabula Recta 
The 3D Vigenère Tabula Recta introduces an additional 
dimension, enabling the encryption of an already 
encrypted ciphertext to add another layer of security. To 
encrypt the ciphertext produced by the 2D tabula recta, 
a separate key must be employed. The utilization of an 
additional key significantly increases the number of 
attempts required for a successful brute-force attack. 
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D. Proposed Enhancement 

 
Figure I. Conceptual Framework of the Enhanced 

Algorithm 
 
Fig. I show the conceptual framework of the enhanced 
algorithm. The plaintext is fed into the enhanced 
algorithm then the character expansion of the Vigenère 
tabula recta is executed. Next, key generation using a 
cryptographically secure pseudo-random number 
generator for key 1 and key 2 is executed. Key 1 will be 
used to encrypt the plaintext using the encryption 
formula of the enhanced algorithm. Key 2 will be used 
to encrypt Ciphertext 1 which is the result of the first 
encryption. The resulting ciphertext from the 2nd layer 
of encryption will be the final output of the enhanced 
algorithm. 
 
Outlined below are the details of the proposed 
enhancements: 
 

1. Expanding the Characters in the Tabula Recta 
The researchers have extended the character set of the 
95x95 Vigenère Cipher to encompass 56,981 characters 
under the Unicode Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP). 
This expansion enhances the cipher's capabilities for 
data encryption by increasing its versatility and 
adaptability. It also ensures compatibility with diverse 
languages, symbols, and special characters, making it 
suitable for database encryption in different countries. 

 

2. Auto - generating the keys using a 
Cryptographically Secure Pseudo-Random Number 
Generator (CSPRNG) 
The researchers proposed a modified key generation 
technique that auto-generates the keys and removes the 
ability of the user to provide an initial key. This 
eliminates the possibility of providing a weak key and 
ensures that every key is robust and strong. The 
researchers will employ a Cryptographically Secure 
Pseudo-Random Number Generator (CSPRNG) which 
is specifically designed to provide a higher level of 
cryptographic security by generating a sequence that 
closely approximates true randomness in contrast to a 
normal Pseudo-Random Number Generator. 

 

3. Adding a 3rd Dimension to the Tabula Recta and 
introducing a 2nd key  
In the problem statement, it was mentioned that short 
ciphertexts are vulnerable to brute-force attacks, 
particularly when the character set is limited. To address 
this vulnerability, the researchers introduced a second 
key. The second key will also be generated using a 
CSPRNG algorithm. By incorporating a second key, we 
effectively increase the overall key length, which in turn 
expands the number of possible key permutations to be 
guessed by a brute-force attack, where modern 
computers can guess passwords at a rate of 10,000 to 1 
billion times per second [14]. This additional key 
introduces an additional layer of security, making it 
more challenging for an attacker to guess the correct 
permutation of the keys. 
 

A. Evaluation Test 
This section outlines the tests used to evaluate the 
proposed enhancement: 
 

1. Kasiski Examination 
The Kasiski examination, developed by Friedrich 
Kasiski, extracts the key length of the Vigenère cipher 
by identifying repeating patterns in the ciphertext, such 
as n-grams. The recorded distance between the 
occurrences of these patterns determines a factor of the 
key length [15]. 
 

2. Index of Coincidence 
The index of coincidence (IoC) is a statistical analysis 
tool mostly used in ciphers that are based on substitution 
techniques. It measures the probability of two randomly 
selected letters in a text being the same [16]. 
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3. Frequency Analysis 
Frequency analysis is observance of patterns in a set of 
data. In the context of cryptography, it is most often used 
to check how frequently every character appears in the 
ciphertext. 
 

4. Brute-force attack  
A brute force attack is an attack method that 
systematically attempts to guess a key or password by 
trying every possible combination. The number of 
possible attempts depends on the length of the key and 
the size of the character set available for the password.  
 

5. Monobit Test 
Monobit test is a test that determines whether the 
number of ones and zeros in a sequence are 
approximately the same as would be expected for a truly 
random sequence. When the resulting P-value of the test 
is greater than 0.01, the sequence is said to be random 
[17].  

V.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
This section will present the results and discussion of the 
evaluation tests conducted on the proposed 
enhancement of the Vigenère Cipher in comparison to 
the 95x95 Vigenère Cipher. 

Table I. Encryption Result of both baseline and enhanced algorithms 

Table I shows the result of the encryption of the plaintext 
“THIS IS THE PLAINTEXT WE WOULD LIKE TO 

ENCRYPT PLEASE HACK ME NOW” of both the 

95x95 Vigenère Cipher and the Proposed Enhanced 
Vigenère Cipher. The baseline algorithm inputs an 
initial key of “KEY” while the enhanced algorithm 
requires no input by the user. The final key of the 
baseline algorithm is shown to have a repeated key while 

the enhanced algorithm produced two keys consisting of 
different language characters and symbols.  
 
Lastly, the ciphertext of the baseline algorithm shows a 
mixture of upper and lowercase letters of the alphabet 
while the enhanced algorithm again shows a wide range 
of characters and symbols from different languages. 
 

 
Table II. Evaluation Result of both the Baseline and Enhanced Algorithms 

 
Evaluation Results 
Kasiski 
Examination 

Index of 
Coincidence 

Frequency Analysis 
Monobit 
Test 

Brute-Force Test 

95x95 
Vigenère 
Cipher 

Bigram, 
Trigram 

A probable key of 
3 was derived 

Shows uneven 
distribution of 
characters in the 

0.00286 
Approx. 1.4289583 minutes 
(Guessing every possible key 
permutation) 

 95x95 Vigenère Cipher Enhanced Vigenère Cipher 

Plaintext 
THIS IS THE PLAINTEXT WE WOULD LIKE TO ENCRYPT  
PLEASE HACK ME NOW 

Initial key  
(Key inputted 
by the user) 

KEY (The key is auto generated) 

Final Key 
KEYKEYKEYKEYKEYKEYKEYKE
YKEYKEYKEYKEYKEYKEYKEYK
EYKEYKEYKEYKEYKEYKE 

1st key: 㳯3⁍घࡼ폋प㰺풢쒻⌟䯗셀㱒薳灶⏋쑅闌ם㧉湱

ྵ Ҡ텧ᇥㄳ怋ꘟࡼ뒹䊤跧䞝ሦ⿋ⱳṈ䒞㔛დꉄ傥蒓ᕜ穅

멸먻抾立̱ࡼ躜戌대ᕌ䋺閽熬뺯  ܴ뛿ࡼ菐ࡼ 
 

2nd key: 맦燍䤵䋍쌔렚ࡼ鄄禋鵐儒ৠ珊絵ᚚᒞС䛜쏩鶱

熁  ా즺阑襪퉠ڏཊ桁ꋹƆ䉤ᦨӁࡼࡼ叻蒲ּׁש졻꼏趒橒츫〴ᖃ

䭄슠뙅뒺䟇镬椹첲ࡼɱ쐎联ࡼᒳĊ〴ũ閛バ 

Ciphertext 
dLgcDgcDrRIXZPYSRrObrJacJamePb
JPgUIXdSXORabcndDnVIYcIXREaU
DkODlYa 

៴爈楔䯌쭅괓덛쳘潦茸珰啫嘿릍鰢蓱⟘ⱚ竟ꎄࡼ穣署骔

篖շ㞨漾⾑턀뗽蓎ꝫ䱇䁒흻耼ꋜ㿏ầ뿄僾뫃珼䕴辰⛁鸐㨴

傯卺颎ᣦ促촗វ⠰㝁谵퍃ࡼࡼ⾡㪟㢾 
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from the 
ciphertext. 

ciphertext. Multiple 
characters were 
repeated more than 
once. 

Enhanced 
Vigenère 
Cipher 

No Pattern 
No probable key 
was derived. 

Shows even 
character 
distribution and no 
character was 
repeated. 

0.02092 

Approx.  
1.534407080313600 
06913246252225e29 
centuries per key 

 
Table II discusses the evaluation results of the different 
tests done to both the baseline and enhanced algorithm. 
Kasiski examination was conducted on both algorithms 
and the baseline ciphertext showed bigram and trigram 
patterns, while the enhanced algorithm showed no 
pattern. In using the Index of Coincidence to identify the 
probable key length used, a probable key length of 3 was 
derived from the baseline’s ciphertext while the 
enhanced algorithm showed no probable key length. 
Frequency analysis was also done on both the 
algorithms and the baseline shows a result of uneven 
distribution of characters in the ciphertext where 
multiple characters were repeated more than once. 
Monobit test was conducted on both algorithms’ 

ciphertext. The baseline algorithm showed a monobit p-
value of 0.00286 which is lower than the threshold of 
0.01 to pass the randomness test. The enhanced 
algorithm on the other hand, showed a p-value of 
0.02092 which is higher than the 0.01 threshold thus 
passing the randomness test.  

Finally, brute-force attack was done on both algorithms 
to test its resistance. The baseline algorithm key resulted 
in approximately 1.4289583 minutes to guess every 
possible key permutation while the enhance algorithm 
resulted to approximately 
1.53440708031360006913246252225e29 centuries per 
key. 

 

Figure. II GUI of the Simulation Application 

Fig. II shows the GUI of the simulation application 
created by the researchers. As shown in the figure, the 
researchers inputted a Japanese plaintext with a key of 
“SECRET”. The 95x95 Vigenère Cipher is shown to 

have an encryption error and states that the following 
characters are not supported for encryption while the 
proposed Enhanced Vigenère Cipher have successfully 
encrypted the Japanese plaintext.  

VII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

In this study, the researchers enhanced the 95x95 
Vigenère cipher to improve its security and 
functionality. Firstly, they implemented a new 
Vigenère key generation technique using an auto-
generated key generated by a CSPRNG algorithm. This 
eliminated the repetitive nature of the key and rendered 
the cipher less vulnerable to Kasiski examination 
attacks as the ciphertext produced no N-gram patterns. 
Furthermore, the produced ciphertext of the enhanced 
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algorithm got a Monobit P-value of 0.02092 which is 
higher than the 0.01 threshold thus passing the 
randomness test. Additionally, the increased character 
set of 56,981 characters from the Basic Multilingual 
Plane (BMP) enabled multilingual encryption and 
strengthened the cipher's defense against frequency 
analysis. Lastly, the incorporation of a 3D tabula recta 
and a second key significantly increased the 
complexity of the cipher and mitigated its vulnerability 
to brute force attacks. The new algorithm's key 
permutations would take an impractically long time to 
exhaust, providing enhanced security compared to the 
original 95x95 Vigenère Cipher.  

The researchers suggest further studies focusing on 
encryption time and memory usage of the Vigenère 
cipher. The researchers also recommend looking into 
the application of key management to further improve 
key secrecy and finally, the application of the BMP of 
Unicode to other poly or mono-alphabetic ciphers is 
encouraged for future improvements. 
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